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THE PROCESS OF INNOVATION: A STUDY OF THE ORIGINATION

AND DEVELOPMENT OF IDEAS FOR NEW SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS

James M. Utterback, Indiana University

Abst ract -The process of technical innovation
is treated as occurring In three phases: (a) idea

nent'r.il ion, (b) problem solving, and (c) implemen-
tation and diffusion. Two questions are addressed
in a study ni the original Ion and development of
il new scientific instruments. First, what infor-
mation led to the origination of ideas for these
new products? Second, how was information acquired
and used in developing these ideas? Idea genera-
tion was assumed to require a synthesis of several
pieces of information. Innovators relied on oral
communications outside their firm in generating
ideas. Conversely, they tended to rely on sources
Inside their firm and to use first local sources
of Information (literature and experience), then
secondary sources (discussion) and finally primary
sources (analysis and experiment) in problem sol-
ving. Generation of an idea was found to follow
most often from recognition of a need or problem.
However, in the minority of cases in which genera-
tion of an idea was stimulated by technical infor-
mation, more recent technology was used in the in-
novation, and literature and outside consultants
were more often used as sources of information
during problem solving.

The process of originating, developing, and
introducing technical innovations is central to the
industrial linn. In a growing industry, innova-
tion can lead to large competitive and sales ad-
vantages. In a mature Industry, it can lead to

diversification and new applications for products.
Conversely, It can lead to Invasion of traditional
markets and replacement of traditional products
by other firms. Thus, innovation concerns managers
with respect to both the growth and survival of
firms, products, and markets.

Ma jor Questions

Two major questions will be addressed in the
research reported below. First, what information
led to the initiation of innovation; specifically,
what Information led to the origination and develop-
ment of new products by industrial organizations?
Second, how did information contribute in the de-
velopment of new products? The term information
refers to discrete pieces of technical information
which had an important effect on the initiation or
on the course of a development. Examples would be
a journal article, a discussion, or results of an
experiment which generaLed the solution to a key
problem.

A Framework for the Study

One of the difficulties in attempting to draw
conclusions from the many existing studies of tech-

nical innovation has been l lie lack of a coherent

Iramework for 0rg.1r1I7.inK <nd presenting their find-

ings. A model of the process of Innovation which
suits this purpose was recently suggested by the

results of a conference on technology transfer.*

This model has subsequently been refined and ex-

panded using data from several industries. >

^

The process of technical innovation is viewed

as being embedded in a diverse environment with

political, cultural, and social elements in addi-

tion to others. One important element of this

environment is the current state of technical know-

ledge. This is embodied in publication, training,

current techniques and devices. The state of tech-

nical knowledge is assumed to be continuously

changing with time as shown at the top of Figure 1.

Another important element of the environment is the

degree of economic and social utilization of exist-

ing products, processes and systems, and as will be

stressed below, factors which lead to recognition

of differences between desired and actual perfor-

mance of these products, etc. The current econo-

mic and social usage aspect of the firm's environ-

ment is defined by other firms in the industry,

potential competitors in other industries and cus-

tomers and potential customers. Again the degree

of use is viewed as changing with time. Other as-

pects of the environment, for example the competi-

tive structure and rate of growth in a given in-

dustry, are not included. This is primarily be-

cause the variables to be discussed in terms of

the simplified framework below are the sequence,

channels and content of communication, and not

economic variables.

Technical innovation is treated as occurring

in three overlapping steps or phases which are (a)

idea generation, (b) problem solving, and (c) im-

plementation and diffusion. Idea generation is

the origination of a design concept or technical

proposal perhaps via synthesis of several pieces

of existing information. Problem solving results

in an original technical solution (an invention)

followed by engineering and market introduction

(implementation) of a new product or process. Fin-

ally, diffusion is the mechanism of communication

and use by which an innovation comes to have a

wider social and economic impact.

Generation of an idea and its embodiment in a

formal or informal proposal for commitment of re-

sources requires the synthesis of knowledge of both

:?
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III.- Iluil qu.-sl toil posed I'm this .sltiily was;

wh.it i hi.. mill i. mi li-.l i.. i In' origination and devel-
op ii ..I new

|
In. is b\ in.lnsiii.il firms? One

wide \ held view is thai new n 1 ternnl i ves will bo

sought when nrt-MMit alternatives do not nieet ex-
pecl ii ions .

I" II this is true then Information
which .1 i recti! I t nil ion loward expert at ions will he

effet I i vt In si iniul.il in a search lot ilterna-
lives. " iiuiiiiiii. H mil ahoul a specific need or
problem, particularly from an important customer or
potential Customer could be considered In stimulate

, search for r;1 1 ern.it Ives in this way. Information
about technical possibilities or means probably
would be less effective in .1 i reel i ill' attention to-

ward expectations. Thus, ji will be hypothesised
tli.it origination of ideas for new products will

occur most frequently in response to recognition oi

nei'.l or problem and less frequent ly in response
to recognition of an existing technical possibility
or means. (Hypothesis 1.1)

Faker et .al . have reported a si inly of factors
leading to the generation of over HH) ideas created
in a divisional laboratory of a large corporation.
A major finding from this study is that two pieces
of information were associated with each idea.

These were recognition of a need, problem or oppor-
tunity and recognition of a means or technique by

which to satisfy the need, solve the problem or

meet the opportunity, as assumed above. I 2

Peters has presented data concerning faculty
in fun departments at M.l.T. to test the hypothe-
sis thai diversity in technical work (and thus in

communication) is ,i major factor leading to the

generation of ideas. Sixty-eight ideas Were re-

ported which were judged to have commercial poten-
tial. Of particular interest here are his findings
that faculty who reported such ideas were: a) en-
gaged in both research and development as opposed
to being engaged in either activity to the exclu-
sion ol the oilier, and b) mote often engaged in

consulting than I hose who did not report having
commercially exploitable ideas.'-' Gordon, based on
a study of 223 proposals for projects involving
Bocial-psychologica 1 aspects of disease, also re-
ports that consul .at ion outside the work setting
tended to increase idea generation.!^ One might
assure that those having more diverse opportunities
for communication would be more likely to bring
knowledge of needs and means together and create an
idea.

Hiker, e_t^.i_I- reported that seventy-five per-
cent (212) of the ideas studied were stimulated by
knowledge of a need, termed a "need event," fol-
lowed by knowledge of a means, called a "means
event" for meeting the need. Twenty-five percent
(60) ideas were stimulated by knowledge of a means
lolliwed by knowledge of a need met by the means.''
Myer9 and Marquis, in a study of successful com-
mercial innovations, report that 75 percent of the

original innovations studied (329) were initiated
in response to market or production related factors
while in 22 percent (S/b) cf the cases a technical
opportunity was the primary initialing factor. '6

lugs reported i.y I

pot I ed by Carl el .

lor wbi. I: , omplel.

im i I. n i I i.s between I i e i\ nd-

rs and M.-u qu i and those re-

Wi 1 1 i mis for Bri t i sh f i rms

:ila are given." Sherwin and
Is. us. mi document a similar finding lor a sample ..f

/111 teel.nl. .,1 a, Ivan. es incorporated in 20 weap >r.j

systems, l^ Sixty-eight percent of these vert li-

re, ted toward filling a need defined by the Depart-
ment of Defee. 41 percent with respeel Lo a

particular system in the advanced development stage,
and 27 percent wilh respeel to generic or broadly
defined defense needs not related to a particular
system. finally, the Materials Advisory board con-
clude from case studies ol ten major innc vat iocs
in materials thai in .ill but one of the cases
studied the recognition of an important need was

Identified in a majority of the events as an im-

portant factor In bringing about the resear. h-ei

-

port ant tat tor in bring, li

gineering interact ion. *'

If, as was assumed above, attention directing
communication stimulates search for new alterna-
tives, it might be hypothesised that the basic
technology used in innovations stimulated by tech-
nical possibilities will be of more recent origin
ihan that employed in need stimulated inn>vations
(Hypothesis 1.2). Older technical possibilities
probably seldom spontaneously attract one's atten-
tion. In contrast, a new discovery or technical
possibility might well receive wider communication
a nd attention.

In mast industries no single firm corimands a

majority of the available resources for research.
Nor can any one firm anticipate more than a part

of the needs or problems which arise in its sociaL
and economic environment. Thus it would not be

surprising to find that most of the infomntion
which stimulated ideas successfully developed and

implemented by a firm came from outside that firm.

Jewkes, et_.a_l. and Hamberg have identified 88

major innovations which have occurred sinoe

1900. 20
>
21 A small number (19 cases; 267 I of these

originated in large firms, though larger firms die

much oi the development work. Of the 137 cases

studied by Myers and Marquis for which these data

an available, most (76 cases; 557) of the ideas

weie evoked by information from sources outside

the firm. Most of the information which came from

outside the firm (43 of the 7b inputs; 597„) was

communicated through personal contacts and dis-

cussion. 22 Similarly, in a study of DuPont's ma-

jor product and process innovations from 1920 to

1950 Mueller found that a large number of these

(14 of 25 cases; 567.) originated wholly outside

that company. 23

Based on the discussion above one would ex-

pect that al generation of an idea for a new pro-

duet or process would require synthesis of know-

ledge about a need or problem and knowledge of a

technical means to meet the need ir solve the

problem; that b) this synthesis wjulri most often

occur in response lo tommunieal ion aboul a need

or problem; that c) innovations stimulated by com-

munication about a means or technique would be

based on more recent technology than those stimu-

lated by needs; that d) a large proportion of the

rniiuiiunic it ion leading to the generation of a new





I.l.-.i would occur through ili.sciis.sion iiml consult .-i-

linn; and ill. ii <•) mosl nf the information related

lo I lie geoci.it Ion hi iin idea would originate out-

side the innovator's I irm cir organizat Ion

.

Problem Solving

The second major question posed above was,

"how did Information contribute in the develop-
ment of new products?" In other words, how was in-

lorm.it ion obt. lined ;ind used in solving problems?
Hypotheses concerning the problem solving process
will be based on the views of March and Simon and

others of the hierarchical ordering of modes of
search for information. 24, 25, 26 Search is expected
to proceed from sources easily accessible to ones
less so. Ease of access as used here refers to

psychological and social factors as well as physi-
cal proximity and availability .27 > 28, 29 Thus one

expects that search will normally proceed first

through local and easily accessible sources (litera-
ture and memory), then through secondary sources
(interaction with others) and finally to primary
sources (analysis and experimentation). (Hypothesis
2.1)

expected lo come from literature and from consulta-
tion outside the firm than In those cases siiiiiu la-
ted by a need. Finally, most communications during
problem solving are expected to come from sources
inside the firm.

The S l ud y Sample

Data were gathered to test the hypotheses using
the framework outlined above to structure the inter-
views. The primary sample was a set of innovations
from t he instrument industry. These were highly
rated on the basis of their technical uniqueness,
importance, and usefulness by an independent panel
of experts. Each primary innovation was matched
with two others in the same firm. The first was the
most successful product developed by the firm in
the past five years in terms of profits and/or sales .

The second was a product chosen to be representa-
tive of other products developed by the firm, for
purposes of comparison.

While this hypothesis is proposed to hold in

general, some differences in channel usage between
need and means stimulated innovations will be as-

sumed. Means stimulated innovations probably in-

volve more recent technology than those stimulated
by needs as hypothesized above. Information on

the level or "state of the art" is known to be trans-

mitted by "gatekeepers" who maintain contact with
literature and technical colleagues outside their

What Informat ion Stimulated Ideas?

f i rms 30 Therefore, one might expect a greater
proportion of the information used in developing
means stimulated innovations to come from litera-
ture and external technical discussion than for
those initiated by needs. (Hypothesis 2.2)

Problem solving, as sharply opposed to idea
generat ion, appears to involve much greater use of

information sources inside the firm. Of the 368
cases in Myers and Marguis ' study for which data
are available on this point a majority of solutions
to defined problems (244 cases; 667,) were based
on information available inside the firm. * Allen
reports a slightly higher proportion of 118 alter-
native solutions considered during problem solving
were suggested by external sources (62 cases ; 52. 57„).

However, when one looks at the quality of accepted
alternatives only, and their sources, this picture
changes dramatically. Seven of eight accepted
alternatives from internal sources resulted in

higher rated solutions, while nine of fourteen
accepted alternatives from outside sources resulted
in lower rated solutions. 32

In sum, after information has been synthesized
into an idea or design concept, and an organization
has committed funds to development, the problem
solving process begins. The idea or problem de-
fined earlier must be divided into subproblems
amenable to solution. It is hypothesized that in

general search for information used in solving
subproblems will proceed from local to secondary
and then to primary sources of information. For
developments stimulated by a technical means a

larger proportion of the information used is

Work prior to funding of a proposal was gen-

erally intermittent, less formal, and involved

fewer people than was the case after the committ-

ment of funds. It typically involved one or two

men part time. These respondents were first asked

who had originated the idea and what had stimula-

ted the idea. They were then asked to list the

communications which occurred prior to the com-

mitment of funds.

Ideas for four of the thirty-two new instru-

ments in the sample were identified by respondents

as being stimulated by information about existing

technology. These four and an additional four met

the more precise requirement that the first expli-

citly Identified st ; muius in the list of communi-

cations was about a technical means, or a "means

Input". The remaining twenty-four cases were

classified as need stimulated.

Synthesis of information about both a need

and a technical means to meet the need occurred in

twenty-seven of the cases prior to funding. In

four cases a need was the initial stimulus, but no

means was explicitly recognized until after fund-

ing. In the one remaining case the stimulus was

communication about a technique, and no need has

been identified though several have been discussed

and rejected since the device was developed.

It can be seen from Table 1 that data for in-

novations in the most successful and control groups

support the hypothesis that innovations will more

frequently be stimulated by a need or problem than

by a means or technical possibility (Hl.l). That

this is true for the award winning innovations is

doubtful.

The technical award winners appear to differ

from the commercially successful and the matched

cost innovations. While one can see that the dif-

ference found between the award winning and the
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TABLE 1

THE NUMBER OF MEANS AND NEED

STIMULATED INNOVATIONS FOUND

IN EACH CROUP IN THE

SAMPLE OF INNOVATIONS

Croup





COMPARISON OF COMMUNICATION EVENTS I'R IOR TO AND FOLLOWING FUNDINi

Slimul.il Inn

I npul

s

Fret| /

20 !).<>

i9 66.1

All Inputs

Other Inputs Prior to

Before Funding Funding
Freq 'I Freq "I.

1*2.2

57.8

All Inputs

Following
Fund ing

Freq Freq

154 53.1
136 46.9

I ni t i.-it io i uiimuni l.i t it

Self
1 h i' r in firm

Outside of firm

Other (no data)

Channel of Communication

28





COMPARISON OK TOE USK OF COMMUNICATION CHANNELS DURING PROIflJCM SOLVING

FOR MEANS VS. NEED STIMWATED INNOVATIONS

limine I of Ciinmiunir.it Ion Used

Means Si imulated
Innovations

Need Stimulated
Innnv.il ions

Pr i\m- to Fund 1 ng

; Liernl ure and ie.linir.il con-

suli.ii urn outside organiza-

tion
Other sources

1.214

.270

Following Funding
Literature and technical con-

sultation outside the organ-

izat ion

Other sources

4.012
.045

Jn Total
Literature and technical con-

sultation outside the organi-
zat ion

Other sources

60

150

X 2 = 5.528

p = .019

How Was Informa t ion Used In Problem Solving?

Since several parts of a development project
might be undertaken at once, the work following
funding was further divided into sub-problems .

Each respondent was asked about information inputs
and order of communication with respect to each
sub-problem, rather than entire development pro-
jects, is the unit of analysis. Seventy-eight
sub-problems were identified and discussed in total.

The data presented in Table 4 will be used to

test the hypothesis that during problem solving
search for Information will proceed from available
information ( literature-memory) to secondary sour-
ces (discussion) and to primary sources (analysis-
experiment) (H2.1). An analysis of the lower part
of Table 4 with respect to this hypothesis will
reveal that data reported above the diagonal sup-
ports the hypothesis, while data below the diagon-
al contradicts it. In other words, a transition
in channel usage from literature or experience to

discussion would be reported in the upper right
hand part of the table, and a transition in the re-
verse direction would be reported in the lower left
hand part. Summing the data for inputs within sub-
problems following funding one can see that there
are 24 changes in the predicted direction and 13

which are in the reverse direction. These data
support the hypothesis above.

It is interesting to compare these results

with those in the upper part of Table 4 for in-

formation inputs prior to funding. There is no

indication that the hypothesis would hold for this

less structured phase, nor was this expected to be

the case. In sum, search for information appears

to be more highly ordered following funding than

before, and search appears to proceed in a heirar-

chical order from local to secondary and then to

primary sources of information in the problem sol-

ving process.

The hypothesis that channel usage would differ
after funding for means stimulated innovations as

opposed to need stimulated ones can be examined
using the data presented in Table 5. This hypothe-
sis (H2.2) was based on the expectation that means
stimulated innovations would involve more recent

technical information than those stimulated by

needs

.

One may specul
vations require a g
outside the organiz
erature to acquire
those stimulated by

port the hypotheses
communication input

tions came from the

tacts outside the o

mers) than was the
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ate that means-stimulated inno-
reater amount of consultation
ation and use of technical lit-

recent information than do

needs. The data presented sup-

that a greater proportion of

s for means stimulated innova-

literature and technical con-

rganization (other than custo-

ase for need stimulated inno-

SUMMARY

The model of the process of innovation pre-

sented above has allowed analysis of several in-

teresting differences with respect to the way in

which communication in different phases and from

different environments affects this process. With

respect to phases in the process it was concluded

that: (a) information inputs come most often from

outside the firm during idea generation, but that

during problem solving internal sources are more

heavily used (b) oral sources account for the ma-
jority of communications in both phases; and (c)

search for information proceeds in a more definite-

ly structured pattern during problem solving than

in the earlier idea generation phase. With re-

spect to inputs from different environments it was

concluded that: (a) generation of a new idea was

most often stimulated by recognition of a need or

problem followed by recognition of a technical means

Co meet the need or solve the problem; but that (b)

in the minority of cases stimulated by technical





ini • > i lii.-i i Ion i In' technology employed wuh more recent,
,-iihl literature mid technical consultation outside
I In- linn wns I In- source of more of the Information
lined I Iwiii whh tin' ease for the need a l Imu 1 at ed ln-

novalionH. lli'.iu'tiil l/..it Ion of these results Is

lliul ted by the small number of cases studied and

the fact that the study was limited to a single In-

dustry and region.

Several interpretations can be given to the

results reported. On one hand attention to needs
and problems may inhibit attention to technical op-

portunities and result In fewer novel or important

ideas. On the other hand it may be that formula-
tion and communication of needs and problems will
encourage innovation in promising directions. The
weight of the evidence presented seems to favor the

latter interpretation.

Management of a firm interested in stimulating
the creation and development of ideas for new pro-

ducts can gain several insights from these findings.
First, integration of market and economic informa-
tion with technical information, and analysis and

communication of needs and problems appear to be

critical in generating ideas for new products.
Second, while communication patterns and require-
ments vary considerably between the idea generation
and problem solving phases, technical consultation
outside the firm appears to be important both in

discovering needs and problems and in obtaining and

applying the most current technical information.
Consideration of these points should improve both
the direction and the outcome of research and devel-
opment efforts.
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